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EFFECT o~ ROTOR-TIP SpE~ ON HELICOPTER HOVERING
PERFORMANCE AND MAXIMUM FORWARD SPEED
By”F. B. Gustafson and Alfred (3essow
A s~ecif’lc study was made of several sam~le heli-
copters in order to evaluate the effect of rotor-tip
speed on hovering performance and limiting forward speed.
The purpose of this stu&~ was to determine whether hovering
performance could be increased by the use of lower tip
speeds without undue sacrifice in maximum forward speed.
The types ~nvefitigated were: (1] a helicopter typical of
current conventional design, (2) a similar machine of
lower solidity than the first, and (3) a relatively high-
powered, cleanly 5esigned “high-speed “ helicopter. The
effects of blade twist and of blade-section stalling angle
of attack on limiting forward speed are discussed. In
each case the limiting f’orward speed was determined as
the speed at which the tip of the retreating blade reached
the stalling angle. Limiting angles of attack of 12°
and 160 were investigated.
A study of the lttypical’~helicopter indicated that
Improved hovering performance could be obtained with no
1sss in maximum speed by the use of lower operating tip
speeds at the maximum powen output of the engine. This
reduction in tip speed and the resulting reduction in
limiting forw~d speed did not cause a corresponding
reduction In the maximum forward speed of the helicopter,
inasmuch as the operating tip speed .before reduction was
higher than that necessary to prevent tip stall at the
makimum forward speed as fixed by the engine power
available. The ~mprovement in hovering performance is
relatively small, however,
blade twist and of airfoil
unless adv~t~ge is taken of
sections having high stalling
..-
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angles. A study of the “low-solidity’l helicopter revealed
that, although higher rotor-tip speeds than for the typioal
helicopter are required (for a given limiting forward “
speed) because of the decrease in solidity, improved
hovering performance could be obtained by employing lower
tip speeds than are now In use,
For either the typical or the low-solidity heli-
copter, after the tip speed has been reduced to the point
where tip stalling will occur at maximum forward speed,
some further improvement in haverlng performance may be
obtained by using still lower tip speeds. If a single
engine-to-rotor gear ratio is used, tiwever, the reduc-
tion in maximun forward speed due to tip stall is
extremely rapid.
The impossibility of obtalnind hoverin& performance
reasonably near the optimum together with relatively high
forward speeds with a single gear ratio is Illustrated by
the “high-speed” helicopter. A gear shift that enables
full power to be drawn at 10:wtlp speeds in hovering
flight and at high tip speeds In maximum-forward-speed
flight appears to be mandatory for obtaining both high
speeds and near-optimum hovering performance.
INTRODUCTION
Generalized treatments of helicopter rotor theory
have long Indtcated that, for a given disk loading and
solidity, the choice of rotor-blade tip speed greatly
affects the performance of helicopters in the hovering
and forward-flight conditions and that the tip-speed
requirements in tinetwa flight conditions are conflicting.
Theory has shown that nt~rn~. hovering performance is
obtained when the blade element”g are operating near the
stalling angle of attack (fig. 3 of reference 1), ThiS
condition results from the fact that, If the chord is
fixed but the tip speed can be varied, profile-drag power
is a minimum when the blade sections operate at an angle
of attack such that the ratia of the cube of the lift
coefficient to the square of the profile-drag coefficient
Is a maximum. It may be concluded from figure 1 that
-------- n - Immm. m n mm 1 n m Illmmmml
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this condition occurs near the stalling angle for con-
ventional sections. Flight tests have supported the
-... ....thedrettcal”conclusions in that minimum. power for,,..afixed
static thrust was required when the helicopter was
operating at the lowest tip speed that was considered
.,
safe without the use of an automat~c pitch-control mecha-
nism (unpublished data). Although the same angle-of-
attack requirement holds true in the forward-flight con-
dition, .tip speeds must be relatively hi~her than those
used in hovering i.norder to avoid stalling the retreating
blade and thus prevent the increased vibration, loss of
control, and loss of’rotor efl!lciency associated with tip
stall.
In order to determine whether an increase in hovering
performance of current helicopters could be obtained by
reducln~ tiierotor-tip speed without unduly limiting the
maximum forward speed, a spectfic stu.5yof tne effect of
tip speed on the hoverlnd performance and limiting forward
. speed a~ several typical designs was believed to be of
value. Several designs were studied in order to illustrate
the effect of changes in helicopter design parameters on
the choice or tip sneed for a particular fllght condition.
SYMBOLS
n
P
T
Q.
Qi
gross weight of helic~pter, pounds
radius of main-rotor blades measured from axis of
rotation to tip of blades, feet
angular velocity of main rotor, radians per second
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
rotor thrust, pounds
thrust coefficient
(P(fJ+lJ
rotor profile-drag torque, foot-pounds
Induced rotor torque, foot-pounds
— --..—-
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torque required to change the potential energy
of the helicopter (climb condition), foot-
pounds
total torque, foot-pounds (Q. +
profile-drag torque coefficient
\P(i2R)’~2/
(GJi D %p.~o ‘ and CQ are likewise defined
as QI, Qp.E., or “Q divided by p(S2R)2nR3)
distance of a rotor-blade element from axis of
rotation, feet
X=z
Ce
c
b
a
VT
v
u
a.
=0
K ()rA cr2 dr{Oequivalent chord, feet ~R ,2 dr
\(lo .
rotor-blade chord at radius r, feet
number of blades
()bcerotor solidity —n’R
rate of vertical climb, feet per second
induced inflow velocity parallel to axis of rota-
tion, feet per second
total flow thrau@l rotor disk, feet per second
(Vv+ v)
slope of curve of lift coefficient against section
angle of attack (radian measure), assumed to
be 5.73
section angle of attack, measured from line
of zero lift, rtidians
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‘(1-.0)(2700)
-.. . ,. .,..
‘%
section angl,eof’attaok at tip of retreating
....,blade at 270° azimuth angle, radians
......
....-..-..,.,
...
section profl”,le-dragcoefficient
coefficients used in defining the profile-
drag curve cd. = C!.+ 61a. + 82%2
section lift coefficient
blade-section pitch angle, radians
blade-tip pitch angle, radians
induced angle of attack, radians
()k
induced tlp angle of attack, radians
SAMPLE DESIGNS STUDIED
The design characteristics of the three helicopters
studied are as follows:
I
Gross l~iain-rotor IFuselageRotor d~Je~er lparasite-Type Iweight shaft power solidity ‘drag areaI (ft) I (Sq ft)(lb) (hp)
Typical t 2700 200 0.060 41 15
Low-solidity 2700 200 .045 I 41 15
High-speed 3300 300 .060 41 6
Blade plan form: Rectangular
Blade twist: -Bo (in forward-flight calculations )
Rectangular blades were used in the calculations
because of the ease in calculating the performance char-
acteristics of nontapered blades. The differences in
6performance
rather than
l’TACA
. .
incurred by using a nontapered
the more commonly used tapered
not expected to be of sufficient magnl.tude
RR No. “L6A16
plan fom
plan form are
to aff’ectthe
generai conclusions drawn from this-analysis, especially
In view of’the comparative nature of the calculations
presented. The choice of blade twist In the calculations
of vertical and forward flight is discussed in the section
“Method of Analysis.if
The brake horsepower corresponding to the main-rotor
shaft power listed can be computed by assuming a gearing,
cmling, and tail-rotor loss of 20 percent.
The mar&meters for tb.e“typical lthelicopter were
chosen to illustrate a helicopter of’current design. The
‘Ilow-solidity‘fdiffers from the typical helicopter only
in a 25-percent reduction in solidity and was chosen to
illustrate the effect of solidlty on the choice of cor,-
promd.se tip speeds. This. choice of a single tip speed
for a particular design is affected by the amount of
power and the cleanness of the fuselage, inasmuch as less
increase in tip speed for forward flight is necessary if
low power and high parasite drag limit the speed of the
helicopter at the start. Thus a llhigh-speedllhelicopter
was chosen, the parameters of which represent a design
that might be evolved when an appreciable increase in
helicopter r.aximum forward speed is desired. Ilecauseof
the 50-percent increase in power over that of the typical
example, the weight of the helicopter was increased to
3300 pounds (correspondi~ to a disk loading of
2.5 lb/sq ft) in order to take advantsge of the Increased
available static thrust and to allow for tkleadditional
structural snd engine weight necessitated by t-heIncreased
power.
MX?H~D OF ANALYSIS
Hovering and Vertical-Flight Performance
The performance of the sa~ple helicopters In the
hover!ng and vertical-flight conditions was computed as
a function of tip speed by means of tt~egeneral perform-
ance equation ,derlved in the appendix. T-nedevelopment
of the equation was based on assumptions similar to those
,used In deriving the forward-flight performance equationa
.-
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of references 2 and 3, which are subsequently used to
m. ... calculate limiting forward speeds. Speclfloally, the
assump”tio’ns-”included:: . . -....- .....
... .,.
(1) The inflow Is ur.ifo~ across the rotor disk. In
forward flight, uniform inflow is assumed to exist reg~d-
less of blade twist. In the hovering condition and at
small rates of’climb, uniformity of inflow is more wlg-
nificant than in forward flight and cq.nbe assumed to be
achieved by twisting the blade so that the angle of attack
of each element varies inversely as the distance of the
element from the center of rotation. This pitch variation
is known as the “ideal” twist and has been adopted herein
for the study of vertical flight.
(2) The profile characteristic of the blade elements
can be represented by a three-ten power series. The
equation representing the section profile-drag coeffi-
cient is therefore expressed as
(1)
where ~ is the section angle o.fattack measured from
the line of zero lift and the coefficients 50) ~ls
and 52 define the shape of the drag curve and the ma@-
tude of the drag coefficient. For the example presented
in th~s report, the variation of profile-drag coefficient
with angle of attack used in both the vertical- and
forward-flight performance calculations is represented by
c% = 0.0087 - 0.0216~ + o.400~2 (2)
The corresponding profile-drag curve is shown in flF.we 1
and represents conventional samismooth airfoils (drag os
smooth airfoils increased by a roughness factor of
17 percent). This curve yields a minimum profile-drag
coefficient of 0.0084.and is representative of well-built
plywood blades.
It should be noted that, for a given helicopter, the
variation of calculated vertical-fllght performance with
tip speed Is a function of rotor profile drag only and
therefore Is directly dependent upon the drag curve.
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Consequently the choice of operating tip speeds arrived
at by calculations comparing vertical and maximum-forward-
speed flight, such as are presented.in this report, will
depend on the drag curve used. In ~eneral this choice
will beco?~emore critical with an i~]crease in magnitude
of the values of drag coefficient.
(3) The bla:e ~l~ents bqm~ ~.97 radius are assumed
to p~)oduce praflle drag but no tkmustt In order to be
consistent with the assumptions used in the foruard-21ight
analysis, the entire rotor disk was used in calculating
Induced losses, even thouglh the relative importance of
the8e losses is greater in hovering flight.
Consistent with these assumptions, the general per-
formance equation for the vertl.csl-cllmb condition is
The derivation of this equation is given In the appendix.
Equation (5) was used in glottin~ the vertl cal-climb
performance charts shown tn figure 2(a) far a solidity
of’0.060 (typical and high-speed cases) and in figure .2(b)
for a solidity of 0.0~5 (low-solidity case). Values of
the coefficients % 9 51, and 52 appearing in the
profile-drag equation (equ~tion (l)) were obtained from
equation (2).
Hovering performance may be calculated by means of
the Vv~R = O curfes in SIguro 2.
The assumption of Ideal ttiist (9??uniforn dmmwash)
results in absolute values of hovering perfor~iance that
are higher than would be predicted For conventionally
twisted blades. Consistent errors of tl-xlsmagnitude
(3 to 8 percent, depending on the amount of twist
!!i.
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employed), however, wI1l not appreolably affect the use- ‘
fulness of’the comparative calculations presented. It
should also be noted that the use of ideal twi,stcalls
for a chp.ngedblade pitch distribution with different
thrust coefffcients and rates of climb (see equation (A17)
of appendix).
The power required for ahellcopter of given weight
operating at varying ttp speeds and the thrust developed
at different tip speeds for.a given power were computed
for standard sea-level conditions by means of figure 2.
The rate of climb for a given available power and a given
thrust was also obtained from figure 2 by noting the value
0s Vv~R for given values of 2CQ/o+ and 2CT/Uao.
With the assumptions used, the profile-drag power
in the hoverin~ and vertical-flight conditions is
Identical for a rotor assumed to be twisted so as to
pro~uce uniform inflow in each condition, inasmuch as the
an~le-of-attack distribution is the same in both cases.
Forward-Flight Performance
Aside from power conslderatlons, the maxi.znuuforward
speed of the sample helico~ters was assumed to be limited
by the stalling angle of the retreating blade. Althou&h
this criterion is not exact, it is in general a g~od
indication of the speed at which excessive v~~rat.lan,
loss of control, and sharply increased powalirsqurements
occur. Thts limiting condition is borae out by pilats?
observations In flight insofar as vibratior. ~rldloss of
control are concerned (unpublished datn); anc theoretical
investigations based on graphical analysis indicate that
the reduction In rotor eff!clency following tip stall is
great enough to place a practical limit on the forward
speed of the aircraft (reference 1].
At a given rotor-tip speed, disk loading, and solidity,
the forward speed at which tip stall occurs is a function
, - ..- .
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of the “olade design. If uniform Inflow is assumed, the
only significant factors are the blade twist and the air-
foil section employed. The effects of twist and airfoil
section are Illustrated by figure 3, which shows the dif-
ference in li”mitlng speed for blades having 0° twist
and -6° twist at liuitin~ tip angles or 120 and 16~
(meesured frm the line of’zero lift). The calculations
were made for an altitude of 5000 i’eet,which vias assumed
ta be the highest altitude at !~hich top speed would fre-
quently be maintained. The calculations for 0° twist
were commteci by means of’the .perfommnce ckarts presented
in reference 3, and those for -8° twist were based on
similar cnpublisk,ed charts. The inboard stalling limits
that were used in reference 3 in addit%on to the tip
-stalling limits have been ignored in the present treat-
ment. The simplification in the presentation is believed
to be justified inasmuch as the tlp stalling liniits occur
prior to the Inboard limits at and above the maximum
forward speed indickted in each of the exmples given.
Likewise, no Mach number limits ara shown. Calculation
for the sample high-speed helicopter give a maximum hlach
number OF 0.78 for the aivancl.ng blucie tip &nd 0.33 for
the retreating blade tip at full power when operating at
the 12° limiting angle. Present knowled~e of compressi-
bility phenomena indicate that these values are not
beyond the practical operating range. The b.ighestblade
Mach numbers occur at azimuth angles at which the section
an~les of attack are loivest (advancing blade), vihereas the
lowest ?Jach numbers occur at the higher angles of attack
(retreating blade). This condition tends to equalize.the .
effects of compressibility around the rotor disk.
Figure 3 ghow~ that at ~he currentl
8
used tip speed
of 500 feet per sec~nd for full power, - 0 twist extends
the limitin& forward speed by 11 miles per hour when the
stalling ungles of che tip sections occur at 16° and by
16 miles per hour when the stalling angles occur at 120.
This ftgure also indicates that the substitution of a
secti~n providing an increa3e in stalling angle fr~m 12°
to 16 raises the li.mltin~ speed by about 20 miles per
hour. In turn, the stall!ng angle of a section depends
on such factors as c%-.ber, leading-edge radius, and
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thiokness of the airfoil sectbi employed. An Increase
in stalling angle (as measured from the line of-zero lift)
= .
““””ofs“everal degrees”might be achieved, .~or.ex~ple,. .by the
substitution of the NACA 23012 airfoil section for the
lIACA0012 section.
The”importance of twist and proper airfoil seotion
in delaying tip stall and thereby increasing the limiting
forward speed Is thus apparent. Conversely, if a given
llmiting speed is chosen,a lower tip speed,may be used,
with resulting gains in hovering performance. Because
twist can thus be used to reduce the necessity for com-
promise between hovering performance and maximum forward
speed when a fixed tip.spqed (single gear ratio) is used,
the sample calculations were made for blades incorpo-
rating -8° twist.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations of limiting forward speed and hovering
performance for the typical, low-solidity and high-speed
[example helicopters are shown in figures ~, 5, and 6,
respectively. The ends of the solid parts of the
limiting-forward-speed curves in figures )+(a), ~(a),
and 6(a) indicate the limits of available power far the
sample helicopters. For the t~ical and low-solidity
helicopters, the 200 horsepower available at the main-
rotor shaft at sea level is assumed to be reduc~d to
170 horsepower at an altitude of 5000 feet if cn unmlper-
charged engine is used. For the high-speed exumrle heli-
copter, the 300 horsepower available at sea level.was
assumed to be maintained at an altitude of 5090 feet by
supercharging.
Typical Helicopter
Figure 4 illustrates the conflicting tip-speed
requirements of vertical and forward flight. This fi~re
shows that the loss In maximum forward speed due to a
reduction in tip speed is rapid throughout the entire
tip-speed range if the maximum forward speed is not
limited at any speed by the low available.power or by
high parasite drag. The combination of low-power limita-
tion and relative flatness of the vertical-flight perform-
ance curves In the low-tip-speed rsnge enables a compromise
.—___.
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tip speed to be chosen so that neither vertical-flight “
performance nor maximum forwmd speed Is greatly curtailed.
For the typical helicopter current practice
would place the tip speed corresponding to maximum power
at approislmately 500 feet per second. Figure Ii.ShOWS
that improved hovering performance can be obtained by the
use of a lower tip speed without any loss of maximum
forward speed, provided that blade twist and an airfoil
section having a high stalling an~le are lncorporate~.
If it were assumed that the rotor-blade tip sections had
a stalll~ angle of 16°, a reduction in tip speed f’rom 500
to 4,45feet per second would cause no reduction in maximum
forward speed (because of insufficient power to take
advantage of higher tip speeds) and the hovering perform-
ance would be increased as follows: a decrease of
13 horsepower (&.1 percent) in power required for hovering .
at fixed weight, or an Increase of 150 pounds (4.5 percent)
In thrust available at fixed power (200 hp), or an increase
of 215 feet per minute (26.7 percent) in rate of vertical
climb at fixed weight and power. These changes are mre
slgnlflcant when useful load is considered; for example,
although an increase in ttike-off thrust of 150 pounds is
only a k.5-percent increase In total thrust, It represents
approximately 25-percent increase in useful load for
current helicopters. If the 12° ltiitlng angla were
adhered to (present designs operate near this condition
at top speed), the maximum far’i~e.rdspeed would be reduced
by 16 miles per haur, if the same improvement in hovering
performance is desired. In this case, the cmproxise tip,
speed or ~5 feet per second would be strongly In favor
of the hovering performance.
Small additional gains In vertical-flight performance
could be obtained by using still lower tip speeds such as
400 feet per second, but these ~aias would be obtained at
great expense in limiting forward ~-peed. For exsinple,If
the sample helicopter were flying at a limiting tip angle
of 16°, a dscreuse in tip spaed from ~5 feet per second
to 400 feet per seoond tiouldresult In a decrease in
maximum f’orward speed of 22 miles per hour.
bw-Solldity Helicopter
Comparison of figure ~ with figure ~ indicates that
if operation at the same limiting angle of attack is “
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assumed f,or both solldltles, the maximum forward speed at
5000 feet for 170 horsepower and the vertical-flight per-
formance (at the tip speeds corresponding to the maximum
forward.speeds at the limiting angle of attack) ae
virtually the same (within 1 percent) for the two sollditles
compared. The tip speeds for corresponding limithg-
forward-speed conditions, “however, sre of course Ihcreased
for the helicopter of lower solidity. The improvements
In hovering performance that may be made by reducing the
tip speed as a result ofoperathg at higher tip angles
of attack (for example, by using a limiting angle of
attack of 160 as compared”with 12°) are found to be
practically the same as for the 0.060 solidity. Also i
as was true wl.th the highe”r solidity, small additional
gains in vertical-flfght perfozvuancemay be had by
operating at tip speeds below those set by adhering to a
limiting angle of attack of 16o In forward flight at full
power but only at great expense in limiting forward speed
as long as a fixed gear ratio Is used.
The almost identical performance obtained In both
hovering and forward flight for the two soliditl~, when
the tip speeds are adjusted to give the same limiting
forward speed, should not be taken as representing a
general rule inasmuch as several compensating effects are
involved, the relative magnitude of which will change
when different values are chosen for the various param-
eters. For the present example, however, the choice of
the combination of tip speed and solidity would depend
on other .?actors, such as required spar depth, relative
importance of stresses due to torque and centrifu~al
force, perfomns.nce in autorotation, and endurance and
msximum rate of climb in forward flight. Further, when
the maxifi forward speed of helicopters becomes high
,enough to result in reaching critical Mach numbers at
the blade tips,L relatively high solidifies will be needed
In order to reduce the tip speed required by the stalling
lhlits .
High-Speed Helicopter
As the general performance characteristics of the
helicopter are improved, the demand.for relatively high-
speed flight will result in the use of’high-powered,
cleanly designed machines. Figure 6 shows that If the
available power Is to be fully utilized in both hovering
— -. .— .
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and high-forward-speed flight with this type ~f hell- “
copter, a compromise tip speed will give satisfactory
performance at one end of the speed range only at great
expense In perfozmnance at the other.
If the engine were supercharged to give a critical
altitude of 5000 feet or more, the power available for the
case considered would be 300 horsepower, which would
result in a possible top speed of’ 166 riles per hour for
a limiting stalli~ angle of 12°. If a tip speed of
606 feet per second, which corresponds to this speed and
limiting Stalltng angle, is USed,thS hovering performance
will be greatly reduced from that available at lower tip
speeds. For ex~,ple, the hovering psrfonmnce as compared
w5ththatf~r a tip speed of 400 feet per second would be
reduced as follows: an increase of 55 horsepower
(30 percent ) in power required t~ hover at tixed weight,
or a decrease of 490 pounds (10 percent) in thrust
available at fixed power (300 hg), or a decrease of
6~0 feet per minute (39 percent) in rate or vertical
climb at fixed weight and power. These Increments would
be reduced to about two-thirds of the values given if a
limiting angle of 16o instead of 12° were chosen. If
continuous operation at or near maximum forward speed Is
desired, it appears possible that the choice of limiting
angle may be dictated by considerations of vibration, at
least until there are further develo~ents in.vibration
abs~rptlon. When the choice is made on this basis, the
limiting angle may be appreciably lower than the stalling
angle of the section.
If both high-speed and near-optimum hovering per-
formance are desired, the advantages of a gear shift that
enables full en~ine power to be drawn at two tip speeds
becomes apparent. For the case just considered a tip
speed of 400 feet per sec~nd would be ckosen for the
hoveri~ condition and 600 feet per second far the high-
speed flight candition; thus the loss in vertical-flight
performance indicated in the previous paragraph would be
avoided and the limiting forward speed would not be
lowered.
CONCT@SIONS
The calculations of vertical-flight performance and
limiting forward speed
.—— 11
(as set by tip-stall) made for
.
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three sample helicopter designs Indicate the following
-,...,,, conclusl.~ns.:,.
-!...... .,.
.,...,..
..-,.... .
1. The hovering performance of’helicopters tfiical
of current design can be improved without unduly limlti.ng
the forward speed by the.use of lower rotor-tip speeds at
the maximum power output of the engine, Inasmuch as the
maximum forward speed is fixed by available power rather
than by tip-stall considerations. For example, for the
typical helicopter considered, in which advantage was
taken of blade twist and an airfoil section having a
high stalling angle, lowering the tip speed from 500
to 445 feet per second results in 8 percent less power
required to hover at fixed wei@t. This reduction is
equivalent to an increase of 5 percent in thrust at fixed
power, or an increase of 27 percent in rate of vertical
climb at fixed weight and power.
2. For a given limiting forwerd speed and with a
single gear ratio, the incorporation of blade twist and
the use of airfoil sections hating high stalling angles
increases the rotor verttcal-flight performance by
permitting the choice ~f a lower tip speed.
7 Further improvement in vertical-flight performance
may b~”obtained by reducing the tip speed below the value
at which tip stall in forward flight limlts the maximum
forward speed of the machine. The reduction in maximum
forward speed due to tip stall, however, is extremely
rapid when a single .engine-to-rotor gear ratio is used.
k. When the rotor solidity is reduced, equivalent
perfommnce in both hovering and forward flight is
obtained at higher tip speeds than tkse required by the
higher-sold.dity rotor. The tip-speed requirements for
the two flight conditions still conflict, however,
inasmuch as the difference in tip speed required fer
optimum hovering performance and for a given limiting
forward speed is stiilar for the two solidifies.
5. For high-powered, cleanly designed machines,
relatively high forward speeds and near-optimum vertical-
flight perfommnce can be obtained only through the use
of a gear slxlftthat enables full power to be drawn at
16 NACA ARR No. L6A16
low tip speeds in vertical flight and at hl@ tip speeds
in maximum-forward-speed flight.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, V&.
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DERIVATION OF PERN)RiM.NCE EQUATIONS FOR CONSTANT-CHORD,
IDEALLY TWISTED BIADE IN VERTICAL-CLIMB CONDITION
.“
From simple blade-element theory, the expression for
the differential lift m a rotor-blade element operating
at a distance r ffom the axis of rotation may be mitten
as
dT = l#p(Or)2cZc dr (Al)
Since
equation (Al) becomes
(A2)
The differential lift on the blade element may also be
written from momentum considerations as
dT =
Equating expressions (A2)
and solving for v ~ives
lyrpum dr (A3)
and (A3), letting u = Vv + v,
. ..-
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When the expressions for a. and ““x are substituted,
equation (~) becom~s
(Vv aa@\
(’
I
2(x9$2R - Vv)
v =—
/2
\
‘7) ‘1+ 11+4VV2+V
)
aa#R
v+~
aa#R
Since
Vv + v
ff=— ##R
the general expression for the induced angle of attack of
a blade element is
( )((
$= ~+c~
2(X$Xi9 - Vv)
-1+ 1+
4VV2
)
ua&~R
—+vv+—
oa$li 16
The identical expression may be derived by means of
thgory.
JMuation (Ah) sh~ws that the downwash velocitv
vortex
be mad; Independ&nt of the radial location of the 61%:
t)T
element by setting 9 = ;, where eT is the blade-tip
pitch an@e. This blade-angle distribution is known as
the ‘rldealftwist, inasmuch as the induced-energy loss
becomes a minimum with uniform dmnwash. For the case of
ideal twist, equation (A6) then becomas
/ > \
2(2x3~ - Vv)
)
Vv
@v2” uao~R ‘E
—+ Vv + —
ua#R 16
(A7)
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The total thrust produced by the rotor may be written
“-. -,
.~~.. . .. . ._
...
-.... . . .
..!.:.:... . ,-.-.
s0.97T = +%%x(e~ - @r)c & (A8)o
The upper limit of the integral is taken as x = O.~
instead of x = 1.0 in order to take into account the
loss of thrust at the rotor tip. As explained in the
section entitled llMethodof Analysis,’i this limit was
chosen to make the procedure consistent with the forward-
fllght treatment of references 2 and 3. For the same
reason, the limit of Integration Ws been taken as x=l.O
in deriving the torque expressions. I@aluating the
integral in equation (A~] and equatin~ It to the thrust
expressed by
T= CTWR2P(~R)2
yields
(A~)
where $#T is given by equation (A7 ).
The-induced plus potential-energy torque may be
expressed as
. .
Equation (A1O) gives an expression for induced-torque”
losses and the torque exgended in changing the potential
energy of the helicopter when climbing. Integrating the
right-hand nmmber of equation (A1O) and equating it to
the torque expressed by
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QI ‘QP.E. = (cQ, + %p.J~2p(~)2~
yields .
cQi + cQp.~. = &ao(eT - f%)9T (All)
In a similar way
ex~essed as
If’it Is assumed that
cient is expressed by
Cd. =
the profile-drag torque may be
(A12)
tb section profile-drag coeffi-
the function of ao9
equation (A12) becomes
(A13 )
Integrating the right-hmd member of equation (A13) and
equating it to the profile-drag torque expressed by
Q. = CQI#P($ll)2R
yields
The”tctal torque absorbed by the rotor is the sum of
the induced, potential-energy, and profile-drag torques
and is equal to
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-. ,.... . . . . . . ...,
[
a.
-#eT
,.
. ... .. .. ... . ... .
%)% + $ ‘+(”iT-:jifT)+ 1......~eT-&)2 (A15)
If equations (A7) and (A9.)are solved simultaneously,
and
When equations (A16 ) and (A17 ) are substituted in equa-
tion (A15),
ilk)‘21 CT ‘V 2CTcQ=- 2 0.941 x + 0.941
The vertical-climb perfommnce of a rotor of par-
ticular solidity and section characteristics may be
calculated at any operating thrust coefficient by equa-
“ tlon (A18) . Hovering performance Is obtained by setting
vv/m = O in this equation.
The vertical-climb veloclty at a fixed weight and
power can also be obtained from equation (A18) as
[
. .
Vv = (~LwcQ- CQO) ~ ()CT\2””~”CT 1“”(A19 )‘2= Cq-CQo
In the use of this equation ~ is calculated from power
available and CQO is calculated from the last three
~...-,-,?,?~q,-..ntfnn (AJ.8).
.—-
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